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Nouwen (2008b) observes that English sentences like No more than 30 people showed up have surprising
upper bounded interpretation intuitively resulting in the equality reading.  The equality reading is  not
predictable from the standard (at-issue) compositional semantics for the no(t) -er construction. Nouwen
argues that non-strict comparison ( ≥ , ≤ ) yields sensible implicatures and the equality reading results        
from the implicature calculation (29, 28, ... under negation are logically stronger than 30) plus the at-issue
semantics. And according to him, strict  comparison (>, <) doesn’t yield sensible implicatures though
(More than 30 people showed up ≠  ‘31 people showed up’), as was observed before (Krifka 1999, van   
Rooij and Schulz 2006, Fox and Hackl 2006).

Puzzle.  Slavic  constituent  negation  (CN)  in  comparatives  is  interpreted  totally  differently  from  the
English no more construction, as exemplified by (1) from Czech: (1) does have just the ≤ 2 reading. The   
observation  holds  generally  for  Czech:  all  approx.  100  occurrences  of  the  negated  comparative
construction -- either  no more than or  no less than type -- from the SYN2010 corpus have the same
semantics; and the same pattern can be observed at least in Polish, Bulgarian and Russian too. This is
puzzling at first sight because it goes against Nouwen’s supposedly universal observation.

(1) Ne více  než  dva  lidé     vypovídali pravdivě.
no more than two people testified     truthfully
‘No more than two people testified truthfully.’

a. ¬maxd(λy∃x[#x =   y ∧ people(x) ∧ truthful_witness(x)]) > 2   

b. maxd(λy∃x[#x =   y ∧ people(x) ∧ truthful_witness(x)] < 3   

c. *maxd(λy∃x[#x =   y ∧ people(x) ∧ truthful_witness(x)]) = 2   

Solution. I will propose a solution of the puzzle building on two main ingredients: (i) syntactically and
semantically Slavonic CN behave like Germanic focus particles like nur, auch, sogar (discussed e.g. by
Büring & Hartmann 2001 and Reis 2005) which associate with an adjacent focus, for (1) no [more than
two]F people. But in case of Slavonic CN the focus semantic value consist not only of set of denotation
alternatives (use) but of set of form alternatives (mention) too: ¬ [<the degree properties of two and more
expressed by Czech ‘more than two’> people testified truthfully]. (ii) Constituent negation of both sets of
alternatives is interpreted as denial (in the sense of Geurts 1998), close to denial interpretation of English
sentences like  The victorious emperor remained at Rome not more than three months  (after Jespersen,
Nouwen 2008, …) where  not is preferably interpreted as denial marker unlike in a sentence like  The
victorious emperor remained at Rome no more than three months where the negative determiner no yields
the double bounded interpretation. The denial interpretation is immune to standard scalar implicatures as
the alternatives are computed on the base of the ordered pair <denotation, form>, not on the basis of the
regular focus meanings (and then on logically stronger/weaker denotational alternatives). And that’s the
reason, why the interval (=non-exhaustified) reading for Czech (Slavic) constituent negation in cases like
(1) arises. Further, in my talk I will discuss the semantics proposed for (1) w.r.t. other types of Slavonic
CN.
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